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VibroLevel is an application software for the condition monitoring using the CM-21 Vibrometer.
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1 Uses







Condition monitoring of the machines and equipment according to ISO 10816 and othe
standards and regulations
Support of the CM-21 Vibrometer
Configuration of the equipment in database.
Configuration of measurements, alarms
Creation of routes for the CM-21 Vibrometer, up- and download routes and measured
data
Data storage, display and analysis

The functions of the VibroLevel may be extended with further updates.

2 Computer requirements
The following minimum requirements are applied for the computer for the VibroLevel
software:
1. 32-bit (x86)or 64-bit (x64) processor at 1 GHz;
2. 1 Gb memory (for 32-bit system) or 2 Gb (for 64-bit system);
3. 15 Mb storage capacity on hard drive;
4. DirectX 9 graphic card with WDDM driver ver 1.0 or higher;
5. Windows 7 or Windows 8.1. operation system

3 VibroLevel installation
1. Run the «vibrolevelcm21.exe» from the supplied media.
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2. Use the «Next» button
.
3. Enter the destination folder (Note that to install the software to the program files folder
you may need to log in with administrator rights on certain operating systems).

4. Use «Next» and select location for shortcuts.
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5. Use «Next» button to confirm choice.

6. The installation starts
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7. If the «FTDI CDM» drivers are not installed on your system the following window will
appear

8. Use the extract button to unpack the «FTDI CDM» drivers and follow the instructions
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4 VibroLevel Operation
4.1 User interface overview
The main window of the VibroLevel software is divided into several areas:

It has main menu on top, right menu with fast command buttons on the left, equipment and
machinery configuration tree in the middle and setup and display panels on the right.
Any operation is done with the selected or highlighted item in the tree or on the panels. The
select the item left-click it with a mouse. Note that right-clicking will not select the item, but
display context menu for the selected item.
Most commands are available through context menus that appear with right clicking on the panel
with selected items. Here you can see a configuration context menu:
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Some commands in the context may be enabled, some commands disabled.

4.2 Starting VibroLevel and configuration
When you first start the VibroLevel you will need to setup a database. VibroLevel works with
simple XML-files databases and you have to create a file for each station or machine group.
The CM-21 Vibrometer supports three level hierarchy of the route maps – each Route map can
contain Machines for only one machine group or Station. The Station can contain any number of
machines, each Machine can contain any number of Measurement points and a measurement
point can contain only one measurement setup with or without the alarms set.
So, to start condition monitoring we need to do the following tasks:
1. Machinery hierarchy tree or configuration tree set up
2. Measurements and alarms setup
3. Routes setup
Then we will be ready to load routes to the CM-21 vibrometer and proceed with measurements
and condition monitoring.

4.2.1 Station setup
Start the VibroLevel and use the Station/Open command, Select Empty Station and open it. You
will see the following screen:
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You can rename the top level Station to the name you like. The limit is 8 characters, To do this
use contest menu with mouse right click on the station or the Configuration\Edit command from
the main menu:

Enter the name and click OK.
Now you can save the new station in the database. To do this use the Station\Save command
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4.2.2 Machine setup
Once you set up a Station you can set up machines in the Station. To do this select the Station by
left clicking it and use context menu New command or Configuration\New command from the
main menu
Enter the machine name and click OK. Here is your first Machine:

Now you can copy, paste, edit machines in the station using the corresponding commands from
the configuration menu. But we recommend to do this when you set up points and masurements
with alarms in the Machines.
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4.2.3 Measurement point setup
The measurement point can be set up in any Machine. To set up a point you have to select a
Machine by left clicking it and use the New command from the configuration of context menu.

Here you can Enter the measurement point name (max 8 symbols) and optionally the direction of
measurements. Machine, measurement point and the direction will be displayed on the CM-21
Vibrometer screen during measurements, so that you can identify the measurement point in field.
Press OK and here is the measuremnt point in the configuraton tree:

Now you can copy, paste, edit machines and points in the station using the corresponding
commands from the configuration menu. But we recommend to do this when you set up points
and masurements with alarms in the Machines.
To copy a point use the copy command from the configuration or context menu, select the target
machine, use paste command and enter the new point name.
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Here we have already three points:

We set up 3-directional measurement for our bearing by creation of 3 measurement points in this
way. Actually it is better to set up measurements first and than copy points already with
measurement setups.
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4.2.4 Measurements setup
The VibroLevel can store several measurement setups with alarms and assign them to any
measurement points. So, first, we need to configure a measurement setup.
We do this in the Measurement Setup panel. Left click it in the right panel of the Vibrolevel
main window and use the New command in the Measurement Setup or the context menu

The following configuration panel will be displayed
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Here we have to select the desired frequency band for measurements. For example the ISO
10816 standard requires measurements in the 10-1000Hz band for the machines rotating above
600RPM and 2-1000Hz band for the machines rotating below 600RPM. The high frequency
bands are usually used for the bearing condition assesment. You can use also combined
measurement of high and low frequencies.
Once you select a band you have to set some mor parameters:
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The CM-21 Vibrometer always measures Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement in the
selected frequency band, also it records the temperature with integrated pyrometer, but you can
choose the one magnitude that will be displayed on the screen during measurements, also you
choose the detercot – RMS, Peak or Peak-Peak for each magnitude. Note that ISO standards
always require RMS measurements, though some specific regulations may require Peak or PeakPeak ones.
You can also enter comments for the measurement setup to identify it in the database.
Use Save Changes button on the panel to save the setup in the database

Now you can set alarm thesholds for measurement setups. To do this select the alarms panel:
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You can sep up several alarms for the vibration measurements and temperature. The set of
alarms may depend on the selected frequency band or the measurement set. For example you can
set alarms only fr the acceleration for high frequency measurements, but for low frequency all
set is available.
To set up alarms you have to select the magnitude for which the alarm will be set. Then enter the
values for the thresholds
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You can configure only the full set of alarms – low, alert and danger for any magnitude. Use the
Save changes button to store the alarms. The number of alarms set in the measurement setups
panel. During measurements the CM-21 Vibromerter will produce alarms one measured levels
exceed thresholds set.
In such a way we can configure any number of measuremtnt setups.

4.2.5 Assigning measurements to points
To assign measurement setup to the measurement point^
1. Select measurement point in the configuration tree by left clicking it
2. Select the Setup in the measurement setup
3. Use the Set command from the Measurement setup menu or the context menu

In such a way you can assign measurement setups to all points. When point has assigned setup it
is marked with gear symbol:
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To delete measurement setup from a point use the Reset command from the Measurement setup
or context menu. This command will be disabled if the point has some measurement results or
included in any routes. In such a case you have to delete routes and measurement results first.

4.2.6 Routes setup
To make measurements and condition monitoring you have to setup routes and load route to the
CM-21 Vibrometer. To do this select the Routes panel and use the Add command from the
context or Route map menu
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Enter the route name and the new route will be created.
To add measurement points or the whole machine to the route:
1. Select Machine or point in the configuration tree
2. Select target Route
3. Use the To Route command from the context or the Configuration menu.

All the points selected will be added to route in case they have assigned measurements.
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4.2.7 Routes handling
You can load, unload routes to\from the CM-21 Vibrometer, delete routes from database or from
the CM-21 Vibrometer or rename it.
To do this select the Route in the routes panel use the corresponding command from the context
or Route maps menu and follow the instructions.

Note: that to operate routs in the CM-21 Vibrometer, the CM-21 should be connected to the
computer with dedicated USB cable.
Note: the routes are identified by its name. If the route is already loaded in the CM-21 you have
to delete it first from device and only then you can load a new route with the same name. Other
option to delete route is to use clear memory command on the CM-21. In the later case all routes
will be deleted.

4.2.8 Measurement results
After unloading routes the data are automatically stored in the database. You can vew them,
delete and issue reports in MS Excel.
To view data there are two options – you can view them in the Measurements results dedicated
window or on the measurements results panel in the main window.
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To display measurement results select the measurement point and use the results commnd from
the context menu or the results button on the left command panel of the main window

The measurement results window will be displayed:
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Here you can see all the measured data. If the vibration was measured in different magnitudes –
acceleration, displacment, velocity you can see all of it. You can select the date in the upper left
panel to see the values for the measuremnts in the left down panel. Or you can analyse it on the
graph. The alarm levels are also displayed with the orange and led lines.
You can also delete the measurement in this window.
The same results you can view in the Measurement results panel of the main wndow – Just select
the panel

4.2.9 Reports
With the VibroLevel software you can issue reports on the measurements in the MS Excel. To be
able to do this the MS Excel should be installed on your computer.
To issue report select a node in the tree and use the report command from the context menu or
the button on the left command panel of the main window
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The following report setup window will be displayed:

Check the Open report to start MS Excel and show the report. Otherwise, just the report file will
be generated and saved.
The report will be issued for the selected node and dates in the following form:
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Here you can see all the set up alarms and the measured data for all selected points.
You can edit and work with this report in Excel in the standard way.
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